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1. Let f(x), < x < + o, be a function satisfying the
following conditions:

f(x+l)=f(x),
and

1.

Further, let us put

(1.3) ( f (x)-s.(x) ] dz)
where s,(x) denotes the n-th partial sum of the Fourier series of
y(x).

The following theorems were proved for the sequence [n} of
integers which has the Hadamard gap.

Theorem of M. Kac, R. Salem, and A. Zygmund [ 1. If
(1.4) (n)=O(1/(log n)), a>l (n+)
and
(.5) e(tog n)< ,
then the series
(1.6) E cf(nx)
converges almost everywhere.

Theorem of S. lzumi 2. If
(1.7) e(n)=O(1/n), a>0 (no+ )
and
(.S) c(tog n)< + ,
then (1.6) converges almost everywhere.

The purpose of this paper is to generalize above results. Follow-
ing G. Alexits [3, we shall say that a sequence {a} is a(n)-lacunary
if
(1.9) the number of n’s such that a0 for 2n<2+tJ:O(a(k))

where {a(n)} (n=0, 1, 2,...) is a non-decreasing sequence of positive
numbers.

In the following, we shall assume that the sequence {a} is
a(n)-lacunary and treat the convergence problem of the series

(1.10) af(kx).
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In 3-5, we prove the ollowing theorems.
Theorem 1. If (1.) is sasfied and

e 2n+l--1
(.)

Theorem 2. If (1.$) is satisfied and
2+1_1

(.)

then (1.10) converges almost everywhere.
Theorem . If (1.7) is satisfied and

(.a) (n) (og n) a
n= k.2n

then (1.10) converges almost everywhere.
2. Lemma 1. If (1.) is satisfied, then for any i and j such

that 2i<2+ 2j<2++, we have

Proof. This
or he convenience, we

(2.8)

and

(2.4)

Lemma 2.

+I_
%(x) af(ix),, b- . a.
If (1.4) is satisfied, then

f %() A (),

Max %(x) dx A(log n) 2, (k)b.
o_<j<n a;

Proof. We have

f,(T(x)) fldx= T:(x)dx + 2 %(x)%,(x)dxI, + 2I.

From (2.2), we have I 2()b, and, by (2.1)
+1-1

=k k’=
&1 ’ +1

_
(, ) a bb(()(’)/.

Hence, we have

ii,.i.._<= A , 1
o’ (k’- k)

Thus (2.8) is proved,.
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(2.4) is an analogue of the Menchoff’s lemma 4J. Proof runs
on the similar lines as this. The difference lies in the point that
the Bessell’s inequality is replaced by (2.3).

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let us put r(x)= $2_1(x)- a.,_(x)
where S(z) and a(z) denote the n-th partial sum and (C, 1) mean
o the series (1.10) respectively. By (2.3) and (1.11) we have

() (m-z) < A () a(u-) -2
A (k)b;< +

This shows that the almost everywhere convergence of a_(x) im-
plies that of S_(x). We have

Max af(kX) dx af(kx) dx 2(n)b,
2nmgn+ k=n

and then, by (1.11),
d< +.Max N,f(kx)

Thus the theorem is proved.

4. Proof of Theorem 2. From the preceding proof, it is
.sufficient to prove that the sequence

converges almost everywhere.
By (1.12) and (2.3), there exists a 2unction F(x) of the L-class

such tha for any e <0

F(x) N T(x)
/

dx < m>M=M(e).

Thus we have

A a(k)b + e A a(k)b =r/.
k=+

By (1.12), it follows

r- k(r-r+) lim nr+
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This shows that the sequence ] T(x) converges almost everywhere.

Now, by (1.12) and (2.4), we have. T(x) (log 2") J t(k)b

+1-1
A (logk)(k)b<+.

This shows hat he series %x) converges almost everywhere.. Proo o Theorem . Le us put
TM -1

(5.1) U(x)= a,s(ix), V,(x)- T(x)- (x)

where v-k/(logk)/*, >1, for k=2, 3,.
Then by (1.1) and (1.7) we have

2k+I-1f V()ld ?f(x)--s(x)[" a, dx
k-2 =2 i=k

1/2 N1/2

A f()-%(z) d A= - k(log k)
< + "

Hence the series lV(x) converges almost everywhere and in
the L-mean.

On the other hand, by (1.13) and (2,3), the series T(x) con-
verges in the L-mean, and hence the series U(x) converges in
the L-mean, and then is the Fourier series of a function of the
L-class. The m-th term in the series U(x) is the trigonometrical
polynomial with the first term

aA cos (22 x) +B sin (22 x),
and with the last term
a]Acos [2(2+-1)x} +Bsin [2(2+-1)x} ,

where A and B are the n-th Fourier coefficients of f(x).
Let us now put

where c’-- 1-c

C={ 1
0

If we take

then

, u(x)=, eU(x) +, ciU(x)
and

for m.,_<k m, (v=l, 2,...),
otherwise.

B (log k) >m+, m>B’ (log k),
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where B and B are positive constants independent of k. From the
definitions of m and / we have, for k => k0,

(2+1-1)#<:2+1,
and 2. (2%+-I)<(2%+-I)%+.
Hence by Ko]mogoroff’s theorem 5 the series cU converges
almost everywhere, and the same holds for cU, and hence the

sequence T(x) converges almost everywhere.

On the other hand

dx A (log (m+,-m,)) 2(i)b
<nk+ $- =+

+I +I

=+] =+I
heh is Hnite. Thus, b the faflia a, e et the almost
everywhere eonveenee of he series (). Thus the theoe
is proved.
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